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Challenge 1: Sustainable

Consumption - from

talking to acting!

How can we motivate the
Zürich population to
reduce its consumption
footprint and adopt
resource-light lifestyles?

Challenge 2: Green

Protein - Zürich's protein

transition 

How can we motivate the
population of Zürich to
substitute animal proteins
with plant-based
proteins and use the
agricultural land of the
city of Zürich? 

Challenge 3: Power to

the Hood - Bottom-up

local movements

How can a bottom up
movement coming from
the tenants, support to
reach Net Zero in their
living, building and
outdoor spaces? 
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Sustainable Consumption
- from talking to acting!

Challenge 1 

7 PROJECTS

2 WINNING TEAMS
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Turtle App

The Turtle App brings more second-hand fashion

items back to use, connecting users with local stores

and their neighbors that have them in their closets.

The mission is to promote a more responsible way of

consumption, focussing on items a user is specifically

looking for. This is achieved through a platform that is

convenient and time-saving.

Team Members:

Damaris Büchner, Teresa Perez Ciria, Leticia

Montano,  Dimitrios Asproulis

Winner Team
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S KILO FOIF STUTZ

How might we motivate young customers to shop

sustainable goods at local farmers markets? By supporting

local farmers markets through novel digital communication

platforms.- Provide information on sustainable food

consumption to potential clients.- Support and evolve

local traditions through generational change

Team Members:

Fabian Frey, Zoe Urand, Roman Engler,

Amanda Mathys, Jeonga Kim

Public Award

Mobile platform for local farmers markets,

promoting sustainable food consumption to a

younger audience.
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Localendar

We build an advent calendar that brings

awareness about sustainable consumption to

the people.

Team Members:

Ken Isli, Jo Linda Peter, Hong Zheng, Hanne Goericke

We bring sustainable joy to your

Christmas season!
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Locker of Things

We implement lockers all over the city

filled with rarely used items like tools, gear

etc) which can be borrowed with credits

they buy or get when a donation is made.

Team Members:

Valentin Bossi, Gonzalo Bas, Carlos Puig,

Zoltan Bodor, Hans-Peter Duerr, Karen Strassel

LOT- sustainable consumption implemented

by public accessible item lockers
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Impact Trail

On the impact trail citizens come together

and learn about sustainable consumption in a

fun and exciting way. It raises awareness and

lowers the entry barriers to start your

journey of a more sustainable consumer

behaviour.

Team Members:

Fabio Meier, Cirinne Rechsteiner, 

Tobias Vogel, Elena Monastymaya, 

Alexander Pfyffer, Anna Kurth

A trail trough Zurich to experience and learn

about sustainable consumption - because

every step matters!
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Item Slam

Drive sustainable consumption through behavioral

change triggered by storytelling. Specifically,

through a magical second-hand marketplace where

you sell individual items while sharing an attached

story at pop-up events around Züri. Principal benefit is

a community more aware of consumption. 

Team Members:

Carolin CARELLA, Srikanth Chander MADANI,

Karina MEREUTA, Monica MOLDOVAN

A magical second-hand marketplace

where you sell individual items while

sharing anattached story at pop-up events

around Züri.
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The S.H.I.T show

Addressing the issue of over consumption.

Educating through personal stories and local

solutions.

Team Members:

Clemence, Julia, Roberto

Sustainable, holistic & informative

television programme. 



Green Protein - Zürich´s
Protein Transition.

Challenge 2 

2 PROJECTS
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FUN Proteins

Using available arable land in the city of

Zurich to increase the local production of

plant-based proteins. We want to produce

real food for people not feed for animals in

order to achieve the Zurich Netto-Null climate

goal.

Team Members:

Simon, Elena, Jennifer, Aleksandra, Alma,

Clarisa

Empowering farmers to plant green

proteins.
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GastroLution

There are limited plant based options offered

in restaurants, we present a high impact, easy

to implement 3 pillar solution: A GastroLution

week where restaurants trial new menus, a

toolbox, and a restaurant ranking. 

Team Members:

Stephanie Bischof, David Haas, Gwendoline

Wicki, Emily Harrison

Enabling protein transition in Zurich’s

restaurants.



Power to the hood! 
Local bottom-up
movements.

Challenge 3 

3 PROJECTS
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Trashare

Approximately 1/3 of the Züri-Sack is filled with

valuable, organic matter, which is a huge waste of

potential energy. Thousands of households would 

like to separate their waste, but do not have access

to green containers. With our Bottom Up-Movement 

we welcome owners of containers via Opt-in to share

their containers with their neighbors, make waste-

separation easy accessible, receive donations via 

QR-Code and be part of huge and almost effortless

reduction in CO2-emissions.

Team Members:

Leon Beck, Hauke Rienhoff, Tanja Gerstenberger,

Hauke Oroszi

Winner Team

Start a green container sharing movement!
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Züri wachst zäme

Problem: isolated, powerless tenants who lack

awareness around their possibilities to change their

buildings and communities. Solution: a platform,

where tenants can connect to address shared desires

for change for improving their living situation.

Team Members:

Carmen Steinmann, Linus Grob, Khulan

Amarsaikhan, Hareesh Singanallur Poovalagan,

Dino Darmonski, Coach: Matthias Gasser

Winner Team

Empowering community-designed solutions

for a better tomorrow!



Photos from
Climathon
2021
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THANK    
        YOU!
From the team to everyone who made this

event an empowering and welcoming

space for all. See you next year! 

www.climathon.ch 

zurich.impacthub.ch

https://climathon.climate-kic.org/zurich

If you would like to be involved in the coming Climathon, feel

free to contact: laurene.descamps@impacthub.ch



THANK YOU!
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